DAILY ASSIGNMENT

Announcements: • Curie in 90 minutes copies in bookstore
• Tonight, Prof. T. Solomon’s lecture:
  Wednesday, Oct. 9, 8 pm, Forum in the Langone Center,
  “Order, Randomness and Chaos”
• 1st draft of project II due Oct. 18, final paper Oct. 25

Due: Wednesday, October 9, 8 am

Read: In Heisenberg Probably Slept Here read pages 52-74

Hand your answers back to me either via email (kvollmay@bucknell.edu) (please as textfile, not as attached document) or as hardcopy.

1. Summarize the content of Tom’s talk.

2. Observe Tom’s talk with an eye for techniques of giving talks. Do you like his talk? Why? How does he get you interested in his topic? Observe his speaking rate and volume? What or whom does he face while talking?

3. Summarize the main concepts of this reading (about 2 sentences).

4. What was most difficult and/or interesting about this assignment?